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Usual Cruelty
Longlisted for the 2019 Center for Fiction First Novel Prize, Ryan Chapman’s “gritty, bracing debut”
(Esquire) set during a prison riot is “dark, daring, and laugh-out-loud hilarious…one of the
smartest—and best—novels of the year” (NPR). A largescale riot rages through Westbrook prison in upstate
New York, incited by a poem in the house literary journal. Our unnamed narrator, barricaded inside the
computer lab, swears he’s blameless—even though, as editor-in-chief, he published the piece in question.
As he awaits violent interruption by his many, many enemies, he liveblogs one final Editor’s Letter.
Riots I Have Known is his memoir, confession, and act of literary revenge. His tale spans a childhood in
Sri Lanka, navigating the postwar black markets and hotel chains; employment as a Park Avenue doorman,
serving the widows of the one percent; life in prison, with the silver lining of his beloved McNairy;
and his stewardship of The Holding Pen, a “masterpiece of post-penal literature” favored by Brooklynites
everywhere. All will be revealed, and everyone will see he’s really a good guy, doing it for the right
reasons. “Fitfully funny and murderously wry,” Riots I Have Known is “a frenzied yet wistful monologue
from a lover of literature under siege” (Kirkus Reviews).

The Wardrobe Mistress
Whether in comic books or on movie screens, superhero stories are where many people first encounter
questions about how they should conduct their lives. Although these outlandish figures—in their capes,
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masks, and tights, with their unbelievable origins and preternatural powers—are often dismissed as
juvenile amusements, they really are profound metaphors for different approaches to shaping one’s
character and facing the challenges of life. But, given the choice, which superhero should we follow
today? Who is most worthy of our admiration? Whose goals are most noble? Whose ethics should we strive
to emulate? To decide, Travis Smith takes ten top superheroes and pits them one against another, chapter
by chapter. The hero who better exemplifies how we ought to live advances to the final round. By the end
of the book, a single superhero emerges victorious and is crowned most exemplary for our times. How,
then, shall we live? How can we overcome our beastly nature and preserve our humanity? (The Hulk vs.
Wolverine) How far can we rely on our willpower and imagination to improve the human condition? (Iron
Man vs. Green Lantern) What limits must we observe when protecting our neighborhood from crime and
corruption? (Batman vs. Spider-Man) Will the pursuit of an active life or a contemplative life bring us
true fulfillment? (Captain America vs. Mr. Fantastic) Should we put our faith in proven tradition or in
modern progress to achieve a harmonious society? (Thor vs. Superman) Using superheroes to bring into
focus these timeless themes of the human condition, Smith takes us on an adventure as fantastic as any
you’ll find on a splash page or the silver screen—an intellectual adventure filled with surprising
insights, unexpected twists and turns, and a daring climax you’ll be thinking about long after it’s
over.

In Darkest England
When the tough-on-crime politics of the 1980s overcrowded state prisons, private companies saw potential
profit in building and operating correctional facilities. Today more than a hundred thousand of the 1.5
million incarcerated Americans are held in private prisons in twenty-nine states and federal
corrections. Private prisons are criticized for making money off mass incarceration—to the tune of $5
billion in annual revenue. Based on Lauren-Brooke Eisen’s work as a prosecutor, journalist, and attorney
at policy think tanks, Inside Private Prisons blends investigative reportage and quantitative and
historical research to analyze privatized corrections in America. From divestment campaigns to
boardrooms to private immigration-detention centers across the Southwest, Eisen examines private prisons
through the eyes of inmates, their families, correctional staff, policymakers, activists, Immigration
and Customs Enforcement employees, undocumented immigrants, and the executives of America’s largest
private prison corporations. Private prisons have become ground zero in the anti-mass-incarceration
movement. Universities have divested from these companies, political candidates hesitate to accept their
campaign donations, and the Department of Justice tried to phase out its contracts with them. On the
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other side, impoverished rural towns often try to lure the for-profit prison industry to build
facilities and create new jobs. Neither an endorsement or a demonization, Inside Private Prisons details
the complicated and perverse incentives rooted in the industry, from mandatory bed occupancy to vested
interests in mass incarceration. If private prisons are here to stay, how can we fix them? This book is
a blueprint for policymakers to reform practices and for concerned citizens to understand our changing
carceral landscape.

How to Escape an Insane Asylum
The founder of Echo, a virtual salon based in New York City -- where people log in to talk about art,
movies, books, and the minutia of everyday life -- provides a frank and realistic picture of life
online.

Inside Private Prisons
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation" focuses on the coming of age of Amory Blaine, a handsome,
wealthy Princeton student. Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate, spectacular success. Note.

Damnation Island
This mesmerizing companion book to the award-winning film The Butler traces the Civil Rights Movement
and explores crucial moments of twentieth century American history through the eyes of Eugene Allen—a
White House butler who served eight presidents over the course of thirty-four years. During the
presidencies of Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, Eugene Allen was a butler in the most famous of
residences: the White House. An African American who came of age during the era of Jim Crow, Allen
served tea and supervised buffets while also witnessing some of the most momentous decisions made during
the second half of the twentieth century, including Lyndon’s Johnson’s work during the Civil Rights
Movement and Ronald Reagan getting tough on apartheid. Timely, “poignant and powerful” (Kirkus Reviews)
The Butler also explores Eugene Allen and his family’s background along with the history of African
Americans in Hollywood and also features a foreword by the film’s director Lee Daniels.

Shooting Victoria
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Draws on library archives, historical societies and private estates in a year-long tribute to New York
that is comprised of diary entries selected from four centuries of writings by famous city natives,
visitors and artists. Edited by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of the best-selling Missing Beauty.

Mad House
On April 26th, 1871, a police constable walking one of London’s remotest beats stumbled upon a
brutalized young woman kneeling in the muddy road. She stretched out her hand to him, collapsed in the
mud, muttered, “Let me die,” and slipped into a coma. Five days later, she died, her identity still
unknown.Within hours of her discovery, scores of Metropolitan Police officers were involved in the
investigation, while Scotland Yard sent one of its top detectives to lead it. On the day of her death,
the police discovered the girl's identity: Jane Maria Clouson, a sixteen-year-old servant to the Pooks,
a respectable Greenwich family. Hours later, they arrested her master's son, twenty-year-old Edmund, for
her murder.An epic tale of law and disorder, Pretty Jane and the Viper of Kidbrooke Lane is the story of
the majesty—and the travesty—of the nineteenth-century British legal system. Using an abundant
collection of primary sources, Paul Thomas Murphy creates a gripping narrative of the police procedural
and the ensuing legal drama, and, applying contemporary forensic methods to this Victorian cold case,
reveals definitively the identity of Jane Clouson's murderer.

The Personals
Camas Davis was at an unhappy crossroads. A longtime magazine editor, she had left New York City to
pursue a simpler life in her home state of Oregon, with the man she wanted to marry, and taken an
appealing job at a Portland magazine. But neither job nor man delivered on her dreams, and in the span
of a year, Camas was unemployed, on her own, with nothing to fall back on. Disillusioned by the decade
she had spent as a lifestyle journalist, advising other people how to live their best lives, she had
little idea how best to live her own life. She did know one thing: She no longer wanted to write about
the genuine article, she wanted to be it. So when a friend told her about Kate Hill, an American woman
living in Gascony, France who ran a cooking school and took in strays in exchange for painting fences
and making beds, it sounded like just what she needed. She discovered a forgotten credit card that had
just enough credit on it to buy a plane ticket and took it as kismet. Upon her arrival, Kate introduced
her to the Chapolard brothers, a family of Gascon pig farmers and butchers, who were willing to take
Camas under their wing, inviting her to work alongside them in their slaughterhouse and cutting room. In
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the process, the Chapolards inducted her into their way of life, which prizes pleasure, compassion,
community, and authenticity above all else, forcing Camas to question everything she'd believed about
life, death, and dinner. So begins Camas Davis's funny, heartfelt, searching memoir of her unexpected
journey from knowing magazine editor to humble butcher. It's a story that takes her from an eye-opening
stint in rural France where deep artisanal craft and whole-animal gastronomy thrive despite the rise of
mass-scale agribusiness, back to a Portland in the throes of a food revolution, where Camas
attempts--sometimes successfully, sometimes not--to translate much of this old-world craft and way of
life into a new world setting. Along the way, Camas learns what it really means to pursue the real thing
and dedicate your life to it.

Cyberville
Just off the coast of the Bronx in Long Island Sound sits Hart Island, where more than one million
bodies are buried in unmarked graves. Beginning as a Civil War prison and training site and later a
psychiatric hospital, the location became the repository for New York City's unclaimed dead. The
island's mass graves are a microcosm of New York history, from the 1822 burial crisis to casualties of
the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and victims of the AIDS epidemic. Important artists who died in poverty
have been discovered, including Disney star Bobby Driscol and playwright Leo Birinski. Author Michael T.
Keene reveals the history of New York's potter's field and the stories of some of its lost souls.

Riots I Have Known
More than four hundred abandoned suitcases filled with patients' belongings were found when Willard
Psychiatric Center closed in 1995 after 125 years of operation. In this fully-illustrated social
history, they are skillfully examined and compared to the written record to create a moving-and
devastating-group portrait of twentieth-century American psychiatric care.

The Restless Sleep
Discover the details of 19th-Century insane asylums in Michael Keene's latest historical venture, Mad
House. With vivid detail and deep research, readers will travel through the lineage and architecture of
the asylums in New York. While walking in the footsteps of history's mentally ill, readers will continue
to be amazed at their treatment, their stories and the ever evolving world of mental health in the
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United States. Mad House specifically looks into the insane asylum wards of 19th century New York and
the rich assortment of doctors and patients that inhabited them. Be prepared to be both educated and
entertained as you follow along with Keene and the sad, but engaging inhabitants in the hidden history
of New York insane asylums.

Hart Island
The spectacular, true story of a scrappy teenager from New York’s Lower East Side who stowed away on the
most remarkable feat of science and daring of the Jazz Age, The Stowaway is “a thrilling adventure that
captures not only the making of a man but of a nation” (David Grann, bestselling author of Killers of
the Flower Moon). It was 1928: a time of illicit booze, of Gatsby and Babe Ruth, of freewheeling fun.
The Great War was over and American optimism was higher than the stock market. What better moment to
launch an expedition to Antarctica, the planet’s final frontier? Everyone wanted in on the adventure.
Rockefellers and Vanderbilts begged to be taken along as mess boys, and newspapers across the globe
covered the planning’s every stage. And then, the night before the expedition’s flagship set off, Billy
Gawronski—a mischievous, first-generation New York City high schooler, desperate to escape a dreary
future in the family upholstery business—jumped into the Hudson River and snuck aboard. Could he get
away with it? From the soda shops of New York’s Lower East Side to the dance halls of sultry Francophone
Tahiti, all the way to Antarctica’s blinding white and deadly freeze, author Laurie Gwen Shapiro
“narrates this period piece with gusto” (Los Angeles Times), taking readers on the “novelistic” (The New
Yorker) and unforgettable voyage of a plucky young stowaway who became a Roaring Twenties celebrity, a
mascot for an up-by-your bootstraps era.

Hospice Voices
"Enthralling; it is well worth the trip.” --New York Journal of Books Conceived as the most modern,
humane incarceration facility the world had ever seen, New York’s Blackwell’s Island, site of a lunatic
asylum, two prisons, an almshouse, and a number of hospitals, quickly became, in the words of a visiting
Charles Dickens, "a lounging, listless madhouse." Digging through city records, newspaper articles, and
archival reports, Stacy Horn tells a gripping narrative through the voices of the island’s inhabitants.
We also hear from the era’s officials, reformers, and journalists, including the celebrated undercover
reporter Nellie Bly. And we follow the extraordinary Reverend William Glenney French as he ministers to
Blackwell’s residents, battles the bureaucratic mazes of the Department of Correction and a corrupt City
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Hall, testifies at salacious trials, and in his diary wonders about man’s inhumanity to his fellow man.
Damnation Island shows how far we’ve come in caring for the least fortunate among us—and reminds us how
much work still remains.

Bellevue
In his Pulitzer Prize-winning poetry, Robert Lowell (1917-1977) put his manic-depressive illness into
the public domain. Now Dr. Kay Redfield Jamison brings her expertise to bear on his story, illuminating
the relationship between bipolar illness and creativity, and examining how Lowell's illness and the
treatment he received came to bear on his work. His New England roots, early breakdowns, marriages to
three eminent writers, friendships with other poets, vivid presence as a teacher and writer refusing to
give up in the face of mental illness-Jamison gives us Lowell's life through a lens that focuses our
understanding of the poet's intense discipline, courage, and commitment to his art. Jamison had
unprecedented access to Lowell's medical records, as well as to previously unpublished drafts and
fragments of poems, and was the first biographer to speak to his daughter. With this new material and a
psychologist's deep insight, Jamison delivers a bold, sympathetic account of a poet who was-both despite
and because of mental illness-a passionate, original observer of the human condition.

Pretty Jane and the Viper of Kidbrooke Lane
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of
Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand
has heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of
the Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt
Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits
serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors
argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive
thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary
according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic
meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material,
showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

Waiting for My Cats to Die
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The Girl on the Velvet Swing
“In this one-of-a-kind celebration of singing with others, I’d call her pitch nearly perfect.”—The
Atlantic For Stacy Horn, regardless of what is going on in the world or her life, singing in an amateur
choir—the Choral Society of Grace Church in New York—never fails to take her to a place where hope
reigns and everything good is possible. She’s not particularly religious, and her voice is not
exceptional (so she says), but like the 32.5 million other chorus members throughout this country,
singing makes her happy. Horn brings us along as she sings some of the greatest music humanity has ever
produced, delves into the dramatic stories of conductors and composers, unearths the fascinating history
of group singing, and explores remarkable discoveries from the new science of singing, including all the
unexpected health benefits. Imperfect Harmony is the story of one woman who has found joy and strength
in the weekly ritual of singing and in the irresistible power of song.

New York Diaries, 1609 to 2009

A Feigned Madness
The Personals reveals how classified ads are not just a few commercial lines of text in print or online
– they can be a treasure trove of fascinating human stories; stories of love, loss, loneliness,
redemption and hope.

Wide Sargasso Sea
Beautiful and wealthy Antoinette Cosway's passionate love for an English aristocrat threatens to destroy
her idyllic West Indian island existence and her very life

The Stowaway
This is my story from being sane to committed. I hope it helps you gain an inside perspective of the
Revolving door of the mentally ill.
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Killing It
A Wall Street felon serving his sentence at New York's Rikers Island Prison, Sterling Walsh desperately
needs to set his life straight. But he gets more than he bargained for when he accepts an FBI offer to
infiltrate a Muslim sleeper cell. Set in the dark corners of New York City's five boroughs, Hart Island
is a soul-stirring tale of revenge and redemption.

Roosevelt Island
Roosevelt Island captures the fascinating and sometimes curious history of an island located halfway
between Manhattan and Queens in the East River. In 1824, the city of New York purchased Blackwell's
Island, later Welfare Island, as a site for its lunatic asylum, penitentiary, workhouses, and
almshouses. In the years that followed, the island was a temporary home for several of New York City's
famous and infamous. William Marcy Tweed, better known as "Boss Tweed," was imprisoned at the
penitentiary in the 1870s. Mae West was incarcerated in 1927 at the Workhouse for Women after her
appearance in a play called Sex. After many institutions were closed or relocated, Welfare Island was
virtually ignored until 1973, when it was reborn as Roosevelt Island, which is now a model planned
community and thriving home to almost ten thousand people.

Mad in America
"Recycled Human" is a continuation of my first book, Damaged Goods but Recycled Human is aimed more at
the re-entry into the general public. A big part of that shift involves various 'transitional services'
which are in fact not helping people. In fact, the services meant to help a person like me develop can
be yet another oppressive system. When a person wants to change and truly is ready to face change, it
can be challenging to find genuine resources. So here it is..this is my testimony of what I saw in
myself and the system that needed changing. I hope "Recycled Human" is useful in your own personal
journey or the journey of your loved one.

This Side of Paradise
Schizophrenics in the United States currently fare worse than patients in the world's poorest countries.
In Mad in America, medical journalist Robert Whitaker argues that modern treatments for the severely
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mentally ill are just old medicine in new bottles, and that we as a society are deeply deluded about
their efficacy. The widespread use of lobotomies in the 1920s and 1930s gave way in the 1950s to
electroshock and a wave of new drugs. In what is perhaps Whitaker's most damning revelation, Mad in
America examines how drug companies in the 1980s and 1990s skewed their studies to prove that new
antipsychotic drugs were more effective than the old, while keeping patients in the dark about dangerous
side effects. A haunting, deeply compassionate book—now revised with a new introduction—Mad in America
raises important questions about our obligations to the mad, the meaning of “insanity,” and what we
value most about the human mind.

Imperfect Harmony
Life in the Victorian Asylum reconstructs the lost world of the nineteenth century public asylums. This
fresh take on the history of mental health reveals why county asylums were built, the sort of people
they housed and the treatments they received, as well as the enduring legacy of these remarkable
institutions.Mark Stevens, the best-selling author of Broadmoor Revealed, is a professional archivist
and expert on asylum records. In this book, he delves into Victorian mental health archives to recreate
the experience of entering an asylum and being treated there, perhaps for a lifetime. Praise for
Broadmoor Revealed'Superb,' Family Tree magazine'Detailed and thoughtful,' Times Literary
Supplement'Paints a fascinating picture,' Who Do You Think You Are? Magazine

The Butler
A hilarious romp through the joys and terrors of middle age follows the adventures of Stacy Horn--a
forty-year-old woman and TV addict who has dedicated herself to caring for her two diabetic cats and to
dealing with the sudden realization of a mid-life crisis. Reprint.

The Lives They Left Behind
Fascinating, fact-filled writing that delivers hundreds of years in the life of the European continent.
Terrific supplementary reading for AP History students.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to European History, 2e
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As a part-time hospice volunteer, Eric Lindner provides “companion care” to dying strangers. They’re
chatterboxes and recluses, religious and irreligious; battered by cancer, congestive heart failure,
Alzheimer’s, old age. Some cling to life amazingly. Most pass as they expected. In telling his story,
Lindner reveals the thoughts, fears, and lessons of those living the ends of their lives in the care of
others, having exhausted their medical options or ceased treatment for their illnesses. In each chapter,
Lindner not only reveals the lessons of lives explored in their final days, but zeroes in on how working
for hospice can be incredibly fulfilling. As he’s not a doctor, nurse, or professional social worker,
just a volunteer lending a hand, offering a respite for other care providers, his charges often reveal
more, and in more detail, to him than they do to those with whom they spend the majority of their time.
They impart what they feel are life lessons as they reflect on their own lives and the prospect of their
last days. Lindner captures it all in his lively storytelling. Anyone who knows or loves someone working
through end of life issues, living in hospice or other end of life facilities, or dealing with terminal
or chronic illnesses, will find in these pages the wisdom of those who are working through their own end
of life issues, tackling life’s big questions, and boiling them down into lessons for anyone as they age
or face illness. And those who may feel compelled to volunteer to serve as companions will find
motivation, inspiration, and encouragement. Rather than sink under the weight of depression, pity, or
sorrow, Lindner celebrates the lives of those who choose to live even as they die.

Robert Lowell, Setting the River on Fire
From an award-winning civil rights lawyer, a profound challenge to our society’s normalization of the
caging of human beings, and the role of the legal profession in perpetuating it Alec Karakatsanis is
interested in what we choose to punish. For example, it is a crime in most of America for poor people to
wager in the streets over dice; dice-wagerers can be seized, searched, have their assets forfeited, and
be locked in cages. It’s perfectly fine, by contrast, for people to wager over international currencies,
mortgages, or the global supply of wheat; wheat-wagerers become names on the wings of hospitals and
museums. He is also troubled by how the legal system works when it is trying to punish people. The bail
system, for example, is meant to ensure that people return for court dates. But it has morphed into a
way to lock up poor people who have not been convicted of anything. He’s so concerned about this that he
has personally sued court systems across the country, resulting in literally tens of thousands of people
being released from jail when their money bail was found to be unconstitutional. Karakatsanis doesn’t
think people who have gone to law school, passed the bar, and sworn to uphold the Constitution should be
complicit in the mass caging of human beings—an everyday brutality inflicted disproportionately on the
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bodies and minds of poor people and people of color and for which the legal system has never offered
sufficient justification. Usual Cruelty is a profoundly radical reconsideration of the American
“injustice system” by someone who is actively, wildly successfully, challenging it.

Ten Days in a Mad-House (EasyRead Comfort Edition)
The insane asylum on Blackwell’s Island is a human rat trap. It is easy to get in, but once there it is
impossible to get out. —Nellie Bly Elizabeth Cochrane has a secret. She isn’t the madwoman with amnesia
the doctors and inmates at Blackwell’s Asylum think she is. In truth, she’s working undercover for the
New York World. When the managing editor refuses to hire her because she’s a woman, Elizabeth strikes a
deal: in exchange for a job, she’ll impersonate a lunatic to expose a local asylum’s abuses. When she
arrives at the asylum, Elizabeth realizes she must make a decision—is she there merely to bear witness,
or to intervene on behalf of the abused inmates? Can she interfere without blowing her cover? As the
superintendent of the asylum grows increasingly suspicious, Elizabeth knows her scheme—and her dream of
becoming a journalist in New York—is in jeopardy. A Feigned Madness is a meticulously researched,
fictionalized account of the woman who would come to be known as daredevil reporter Nellie Bly. At a
time of cutthroat journalism, when newspapers battled for readers at any cost, Bly emerged as one of the
first to break through the gender barrier—a woman who would, through her daring exploits, forge a trail
for women fighting for their place in the world.

Superhero Ethics
This is a story about narcissism, abuse, mental health, familial violence, the evangelical church in
1960s Australia and its unyielding position on divorce and illegitimacy, the blazing heat of North
Queensland, Australia, and the deepest pain of a silenced child. Letters from Hannah is an epistolary.
It is a series of letters written from protagonist Hannah to her lawyer, her sister, her friends, and
her confidante 'Dearest'. The plot unwinds through the letters. There were no real answers for mental
illness in 1960s Australia, and the world was silent about familial violence; but the reader is invited
to share Hannah's growth through her painful childhood experiences to the realization and maturity that
comes with adulthood. The ridiculous but always hilarious beauty tips juxtapose with Hannah's intense
narrative of pain.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
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From a Pulitzer Prize-winning historian comes a riveting history of New York's iconic public hospital
that charts the turbulent rise of American medicine. Bellevue Hospital, on New York City's East Side,
occupies a colorful and horrifying place in the public imagination: a den of mangled crime victims,
vicious psychopaths, assorted derelicts, lunatics, and exotic-disease sufferers. In its two and a half
centuries of service, there was hardly an epidemic or social catastrophe—or groundbreaking scientific
advance—that did not touch Bellevue. David Oshinsky, whose last book, Polio: An American Story, was
awarded a Pulitzer Prize, chronicles the history of America's oldest hospital and in so doing also
charts the rise of New York to the nation's preeminent city, the path of American medicine from butchery
and quackery to a professional and scientific endeavor, and the growth of a civic institution. From its
origins in 1738 as an almshouse and pesthouse, Bellevue today is a revered public hospital bringing
first-class care to anyone in need. With its diverse, ailing, and unprotesting patient population, the
hospital was a natural laboratory for the nation's first clinical research. It treated tens of thousands
of Civil War soldiers, launched the first civilian ambulance corps and the first nursing school for
women, pioneered medical photography and psychiatric treatment, and spurred New York City to establish
the country's first official Board of Health. As medical technology advanced, "voluntary" hospitals
began to seek out patients willing to pay for their care. For charity cases, it was left to Bellevue to
fill the void. The latter decades of the twentieth century brought rampant crime, drug addiction, and
homelessness to the nation's struggling cities—problems that called a public hospital's very survival
into question. It took the AIDS crisis to cement Bellevue's enduring place as New York's ultimate safety
net, the iconic hospital of last resort. Lively, page-turning, fascinating, Bellevue is essential
American history.

Letters from Hannah
***SHORTLISTED FOR THE WALTER SCOTT PRIZE FOR HISTORICAL FICTION*** From the bestselling author of
Asylum, Trauma and Spider 'Ghosts of the theatre and the spectre of fascism haunt cold and grimy London
in this atmospheric tale from a master of the grotesque.' Guardian JANUARY 1947. London is in ruins,
there’s nothing to eat, and it’s the coldest winter in living memory. To make matters worse, Charlie
Grice, one of the great stage actors of the day, has suddenly died. His widow Joan, the wardrobe
mistress, is beside herself with grief. Then one night she discovers Gricey’s secret. Plunged into a
dark new world, Joan realises that though fascism might hide, it never dies. Her war isn’t over after
all. Longlisted for the Walter Scott Prize for Historical Fiction 'McGrath is one of the age's most
elegantly accomplished divers into the human psyche . . . a master writer.' John Banville ‘McGrath is
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that rare yet essential thing, a writer who can expose our darkest fears without making us run away from
them.' New Statesman 'Wonderfully sinister a delight you are in for a thrilling ride.' Spectator 'A
brilliant evocation of the theatrical world’s seedy glamour, The Wardrobe Mistress is also a moving
portrait of a woman struggling to make sense of her past and imagine a future for herself.' Sunday Times
'[A] rich and highly spiced feast of a novel, even before it reaches its classically gothic McGrath
climax.' Reader's Digest

Punishment Without Crime
A revelatory account of the misdemeanor machine that unjustly brands millions of Americans as criminals
Punishment Without Crime offers an urgent new interpretation of inequality and injustice in America by
examining the paradigmatic American offense: the lowly misdemeanor. Based on extensive original
research, legal scholar Alexandra Natapoff reveals the inner workings of a massive petty offense system
that produces over 13 million cases each year. People arrested for minor crimes are swept through courts
where defendants often lack lawyers, judges process cases in mere minutes, and nearly everyone pleads
guilty. This misdemeanor machine starts punishing people long before they are convicted; it punishes the
innocent; and it punishes conduct that never should have been a crime. As a result, vast numbers of
Americans -- most of them poor and people of color -- are stigmatized as criminals, impoverished through
fines and fees, and stripped of drivers' licenses, jobs, and housing. For too long, misdemeanors have
been ignored. But they are crucial to understanding our punitive criminal system and our widening
economic and racial divides. A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2018

Life in the Victorian Asylum
Between 1985 and 2004 a staggering 8,894 unsolved homicides were committed in New York City. Here is the
first ever inside look at the elite NYPD squad that cracks these “unsolvable” cases. In this
fascinating, in-depth narrative, Stacy Horn uses her unprecedented access to the NYPD Cold Case Squad to
immerse herself into four unsolved murder cases—cases going back as far as 1951—investigated by three
indefatigable Cold Case detectives. Each detective uses his own contacts, informants, and resources and
sifts through decades-old evidence, searching for new leads, looking for what others missed, and
uncovering any possible connections. These Cold Case detectives are on a constant hunt for the needle in
the haystack, and Stacy Horn puts you there every step of the way. From the grisly circumstances and
desperate reconstructions of the crimes, through the endless legwork, the scientific advances that don’t
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always yield hoped-for answers, and the harrowing politics and tangled history of the storied NYPD, Horn
depicts the drama of each case, and lays out the puzzle as seen through the eyes of the detectives. At
once contemplative and energetic, The Restless Sleep is a completely addictive, fly-on-the-wall story of
a subculture of crime solving, and of the people who must beat the odds to offer a final resolution for
the unavenged.

Recycled Human
From New York Times bestselling author Simon Baatz, the first comprehensive account of the murder that
shocked the world. In 1901 Evelyn Nesbit, a chorus girl in the musical Florodora, dined alone with the
architect Stanford White in his townhouse on 24th Street in New York. Nesbit, just sixteen years old,
had recently moved to the city. White was forty-seven and a principal in the prominent architectural
firm McKim, Mead & White. As the foremost architect of his day, he was a celebrity, responsible for
designing countless landmark buildings in Manhattan. That evening, after drinking champagne, Nesbit lost
consciousness and awoke to find herself naked in bed with White. Telltale spots of blood on the bed
sheets told her that White had raped her. She told no one about the rape until, several years later, she
confided in Harry Thaw, the millionaire playboy who would later become her husband. Thaw, thirsting for
revenge, shot and killed White in 1906 before hundreds of theatergoers during a performance in Madison
Square Garden, a building that White had designed. The trial was a sensation that gripped the nation.
Most Americans agreed with Thaw that he had been justified in killing White, but the district attorney
expected to send him to the electric chair. Evelyn Nesbit's testimony was so explicit and shocking that
Theodore Roosevelt himself called on the newspapers not to print it verbatim. The murder of White cast a
long shadow: Harry Thaw later attempted suicide, and Evelyn Nesbit struggled for many years to escape an
addiction to cocaine. The Girl on the Velvet Swing, a tale of glamour, excess, and danger, is an
immersive, fascinating look at an America dominated by men of outsize fortunes and by the women who were
their victims.

Unbelievable
“A fresh, lively ” perspective on Victorian England, as seen through the eight assassination attempts on
Queen Victoria (Publishers Weekly, starred review). During Queen Victoria’s sixty-four years on the
British throne, no fewer than eight attempts were made on her life. Seven teenage boys and one man
attempted to kill her. Far from letting it inhibit her reign over the empire, Victoria used the
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notoriety of the attacks to her advantage. Regardless of the traitorous motives—delusions of grandeur,
revenge, paranoia, petty grievances, or a preference of prison to the streets—they were a golden
opportunity for the queen to revitalize the British crown, strengthen the monarchy, push through favored
acts of legislation, and prove her pluck in the face of newfound public support. “It is worth being shot
at,” she said, “to see how much one is loved.” Recounting what Elizabeth Barrett marveled at as “this
strange mania of queen-shooting,” and the punishments, unprecedented trials, and fate of these
malcontents who were more pitiable than dangerous, Paul Thomas Murphy explores the realities of life in
nineteenth-century England—for both the privileged and the impoverished. From these cloak-and-dagger
plots of “regicide” to Victoria’s steadfast courage, Shooting Victoria is thrilling, insightful, and, at
times, completely mad historical narrative. Whether through film (Jean-Marc Vallée’s The Young
Victoria), biography (Julia Baird’s Victoria: The Queen), television (Daisy Goodwin’s Victoria), or
revisionist fantasy (Paul Di Filippo’s The Steampunk Trilogy) there is a strong interest in Victorian
England. Now Paul Thomas Murphy approaches this period from an eccentric, entirely new, and unexplored
angle, combining legal, social, and political history into a book that is both “enlightening [and] great
fun” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review).

New York City's Hart Island: A Cemetery of Strangers
Investigates the scientific community's attempts to prove or disprove the existence of the paranormal
world, tracing a half century of ghost stories and other unexplained phenomena as investigated by a Duke
University team.
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